
Class Five/Six 
                                                                                       Friday 20th March 2015. 

Project  

Remember that your last homework project for the half term is as follows: 

We would like you to write and lead a short warm-up activity of approximately five minutes for a 
P.E. lesson.  

Please remember your warm-up must be active, easy to understand and involve the whole 
class. You may wish to write your activity in your homework book in preparation for leading it. 

We would like this piece of homework to be completed for the week beginning the 23rd March, 
when we will begin to attempt each other’s warm-ups. Good luck! 

Spelling 
You have been given 10 more homophones to practise for spellings this week. Remember to 
learn the spellings using the sheet we have given you and look up what the words mean in a 
dictionary if you are unsure of what they mean. 
 

Maths and Times Tables 

Next week in Maths we will be looking at fraction word problems. 

The My Maths login is: parkgrove and the username is: multiply. This week’s task needs to be 
completed by Friday 27th March.  

English 

Next week we will be writing our own humorous short story featuring Sigurd. 

 

Mystery Maths 

Well done to Tia from Class 5 who was our Mystery Maths winner this week!  

Remember if you would like to take part you need to answer the maths question on our class 
blogs. When you have worked out the answer, you need to find the number hidden somewhere 
in Class 5 or 6. You then need to blog the location of the answer. 
(http://parkgroveprimary.co.uk/)  
 

Other Notes 

Please can all children be reminded of what you need for your PE kit: socks, plimsolls, a white t-
shirt, black shorts and jogging bottoms (if the weather is chilly). Earrings needs taking out for PE 
or covering up with tape. Long hair also needs to be tied up using a hair bobble.  

Next week will be the last week of the Spring term. Therefore, Friday is Toy Day so please bring 
toys into school to play with, although nothing too expensive or anything electronic. 

 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Miss Land and Mr Baines 

http://parkgroveprimary.co.uk/

